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turning your world

MOBILE
Pallet Changer

TOPPY PH ADVANCE • MAXI TOPPY PH ADVANCE • TOPPY SIDE PRESS
TOPPY SIDE PRESS SPLITTER • TOPPY SIDE MOVER

Engineered &
produced in Italy

SIDE MOVER

TECHNICAL FEATURES

TOPPY SIDE MOVER

Pallet size
Capacity
Side press control
No.2 side plates
Drive battery
Traction
Performance
Pallet transfer

Up to 1000x1200 mm opened or bottom
Up to 1200 kg
Indipendent
800 x 1300 mm
Acid lead battery
Electric
About 30 pallets / hour
Side shifting

Toppy Side Mover is a side-camping machine that allows to change
the pallet by a side shifting movement of the load. This pallet changer
allows a gentle pallet replacement without turning or tilting the load.
Thanks to this system and to our new solutions, the products cannot
be damaged by excessive pressure. The two lateral side plates support
the product to safety perform its translation and exchange the pallet.
Toppy Side Mover is the most versatile systems to change the pallet, because
it doesn’t require a given area for this job.

*stationary version

MAXI

PH ADVANCE &
PH ADVANCE

TECHNICAL FEATURES

TOPPY PH & MAXI TOPPY PH ADV.

Pallet size
Capacity
Min & Max opening
Traction
Rotation
Drive battery
Performance
*wide base version in optional

Up to 1200 x 1200 mm opened pallet
1000 Kg / 1500 kg
760 - 1620 mm / 600 - 1800 mm
Electric
Manual
Gel batteries
About 18 pallets / hour with double rotation
For bottom closed pallet

Toppy Ph Advance is an electrical pallet truck used to change the pallets for
various applications. It is equipped with linear guides and gel battery, and
thanks to the special system adopted, it doesn’t require big pressure on the
load, so the pallet replacement can take place in a simple, quick and safe way.
Toppy Ph Advance is the pallet turner used in several fields of application as
pharmaceutical, food, cosmetic and for various other products like bags, boxes,
phials, bottles, big bags and cans.

*wide base version

MAXI

PH ADVANCE &
PH ADVANCE

SIDE PRESS &
SIDE PRESS SPLITTER
TECHNICAL FEATURES

TOPPY SIDE PRESS & SIDE PRESS SPLITTER

Pallet size

Up to 1200x1200 mm opened pallet

Capacity

Up to 1500 Kg

ƪ
side of the lateral plates

Only for splitter version 1400 mm

Side press control

Synchronized

No.2 side plates

800 x 1300 mm

Pressure selector direct regulation

Included

Performance

About 30 pallets / hour

*wide base version in optional

For bottom closed pallet

Toppy Side Press is a side-clamping machine that allows to change the pallet by two
side plates and can handle fragile products, that can’t be turner or tilted. The pressure
applied on the load is very delicate thanks to a direct adjustment or a four positions
pressure selector.
Toppy Side Press is mostly requested by the pharmaceutical and cosmetics industry as
realizes a quick pallet changing and doesn’t occupy much area of work.

*side press splitter

*side press

BRAND CORRESPONDS
TO PALLET CHANGER
From three generations Toppy is identified as the
pallet changer, all over the word.
Established in Bologna in 1978 Toppy S.r.l. began as
a producer of machines and trucks for the graphic
industry. Since then, whenever a good application
was found, other machines were added to the Toppy
ranges, significantly in the industrial field such as
pharmaceutical, food, cosmetic and others.
Constant growth in technology and output has
enabled Toppy to consolidate its position amongst
the European leaders in materials handling sector.
The Toppy range has been continuously extended and
upgraded to satisfy the market and the users’ varied
needs. Toppy can supply pallet turning and pallet
changing machines, both mobile and stationary, also
pallet trucks, reel lifting machines. Recently Toppy is
being preeminent also in logistic system application
specially designed by Toppy.
Toppy becomes essential everywhere the load to
handle is placed on a pallet.

APP DOWNLOAD

Toppy app helps you to choose
the most suitable pallet turner
device for pallet handling. Our
app will display the proper pallet
changers for your needs with
pictures, descriptions and videos.
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